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Social media and cyberbullying
Grey social media platforms

[1] Emo, Love, and God: Making Sense of Urban Dictionary, a Crowd-Sourced Online Dictionary.

[2] Raiders of the Lost Kek: 3.5 Years of Augmented 4chan Posts from the Politically Incorrect Board



• Word embedding that are pre-trained on data collected from social media 
platforms.
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Word embeddings
Informational-based

• Word embeddings pre-trained on data collected from informational platforms 
like Google News or Wikipedia. 
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Social NLP tasks

Social-media-based vs. Informational-based


1. Cyberbullying detection:


Categorizing offenses.


Detecting cyberbullying in social media. Table1: The most similar 5 words to the word “queer”



Cyberbullying detection
Categorizing offenses

• Hurtlex lexicon:


• 5963 offensive expression categorized in 11 groups

Table2: Hurtlext 11 offenses categories



Cyberbullying detection
Categorizing offenses



Cyberbullying detection
Categorizing offenses
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Cyberbullying detection
Categorizing offenses

FeloniesNegative 
Connotations



Cyberbullying detection
Categorizing offenses

• These results inspire two hypothesis:

Cyberbullying- 
related  

Datasets
(1)

Social-media-based word embeddings 
UD, Chan, Glove-Twitter
Informational-based word embeddings: 
Word2vec, Glove-WK

(2)
PS, PR, ASF, ASM,OM,SSP, DDF

QAS, RE
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Cyberbullying detection
Detecting cyberbullying in social media

• BiLSMT + Frozen embedding layer.


Table 3: Cyberbullying-related datasets



Cyberbullying detection
Detecting cyberbullying in social media

Figure 3: Percentage of each dataset that belong to the different Hurtlex categories 



Cyberbullying detection
Findings

Social-media-based-word  
embeddings outperform  
Informational word embeddings

Certain word embeddings are better at 
detecting certain types of cyberbullying 
within our cyberbullying datasets

Table 4: The performance (F1 scores) of the BiLSTM model with each word embeddings

On the different Hurtlex category within our cyberbullying datasets 



Social bias Analysis

• Bias metrics: WEAT, RNSB, RND, ECT.


• Bias types: Gender and Racial bias.


• Hypothesis:

Measuring bias

Social-media-based word embeddings: 
UD, Chan, Glove-Twitter
Informational-based word embeddings: 
Word2vec, Glove-WK

Bias

Bias



Measuring social bias
Results

Table 5:  The Bias scores using the different metrics of the different word embeddings.



Other types of bias

• Most of the research focuses on gender and racial biases.


• Using slurs and third person profanity aims at stressing on the inferiority of 
the identity of the target of the attack [1].


• Since the internet and social media is rife with racial slurs and profanity, it is 
important to study how ML models encode this offensive stereotyping.  

[1] Slurs, interpellation, and ideology. The Southern Journal of Philosophy, 56:7–32 



SOS: Systematic Offensive stereotype Bias
Definition

• A systematic association in the word embeddings between profanity and 
marginalized groups of people.


• NOI words.


• 15 word embeddings. 



SOS: Systematic Offensive stereotype Bias
NCSP: Normalized cosine similarity to profanity



SOS: Systematic Offensive stereotype Bias
Results



SOS: Systematic Offensive stereotype Bias
Results

Most biased against LGBTQ

Most biased against Women

Most biased against 
Non-white ethnicity



SOS: Systematic Offensive stereotype Bias
SOS vs social bias



SOS: Systematic Offensive stereotype Bias
SOS Validation

• SOS vs. Online stats on 
online Hate (OEOH) in 
Germany, Finland, US, and 
UK. Most hateful content 
is targeted at, in order, 
LGBTQ, Non-white-
ethnicities, and Women.


• NCSP vs. WEAT, RNSB, 
RND, and ECT to measure 
the SOS bias.



The SOS bias influence on hate speech detection
Performance



The bias influence on hate speech detection
Performance
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The bias influence on hate speech detection
Fairness in downstream tasks (Extrinsic bias)

• Unfairness in ML in the case of Hate speech detection.


•  is marginalized groups.


•  is the non-marginalized groups.
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The bias influence on hate speech detection
Unfairness
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Conclusion
Learned lessons

• Social-media-based word embeddings are better than informational based 
word embeddings on the task of offenses categorization and cyberbullying 
detection.


• Social-media based word embeddings are not significantly more socially biased 
than information word embeddings.


• All examined word embeddings contain SOS bias and most of them contain 
SOS bias against marginalized groups.


• There is no evidence that the bias (sos, gender, or racial) in the word 
embeddings has influence on the models’s performance or fairness on the 
downstream tasks.



Conclusion
What is next?

• Understand how the bias influence downstream tasks in LLM.


• Study the influence of intrinsic and extrinsic debiasing methods on the 
downstream tasks in LLM.


• Learn where to focus our efforts to make LLM fairer: Upstream or 
downstream.


